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Image Lifecycle



Image Lifecycle needs Composability and Workflow

● Multiple phases in ML livecycle
● Modular Assembly of Software Stacks
● With drivers and growing set of 

hardware and software, curating these 
stacks is hard.

source: https://thenewstack.io/an-introduction-to-the-machine-learning-platform-as-a-service/

DockerCon EU 2018: Lessons in Using Docker to Close the Loop on Industrializing AI and ML Applications
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Hardware Optimization & Matching



Host-Agnostic vs. Host-Specific

Containers use Kernel-level isolation; being 
portable among many different systems as a 
result.
But the portability only guarantees executing, 
not performance.

Optimization for CPU architectures are only 
possible if they do not limit the execution.
avx512 is not necessarily available 
everywhere. Host
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Platform Definition within OCI

The platform object within the “OCI Image Spec” differentiate 
the architecture by using $GOARCH.

But a container runtime can not pick a container tailored to a 
microarchitectures.

https://github.com/opencontainers/image-spec/blob/master/image-index.md

https://github.com/opencontainers/image-spec/blob/master/image-index.md
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Current State of Affairs

For the container to be portable, it needs to fall back 
to the lowest common denominator of the target 
systems.
Worst case: amd64 (x86_64).

Some try to mitigate the problem by using an 
entrypoint, which chooses the appropriate binary at 
runtime.

But the image still needs to be changed every time a 
new hardware configuration is added.
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Current State of Affairs [cont]

Images optimized for different CPU µ-arch are picked by name.

As described in the previous slides.

$ docker run -ti --rm qnib/bench:cpu-broadwell
>> This container is optimized for: cpu:broadwell

$ docker run -ti --rm qnib/bench:cpu-skylake
>> This container is optimized for: cpu:skylake

$ docker run -ti --rm qnib/bench:cpu_broadwell-nvcap_52
>> This container is optimized for: cpu:broadwell,nvcap:5.2
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$ docker run -ti --rm qnib/bench:generic
>> This container is not optimized for a specific microarchitecture
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Thank you!


